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Light–oxygen–voltage sensitive (LOV) flavoproteins are ubiquitous
photoreceptors that mediate responses to environmental cues. Pho-
tosensory inputs are transduced into signaling outputs via structural
rearrangements in sensor domains that consequently modulate the
activity of an effector domain or multidomain clusters. Establishing
the diversity in effector function and sensor–effector topology will
inform what signaling mechanisms govern light-responsive behav-
iors across multiple kingdoms of life and how these signals are trans-
duced. Here, we report the bioinformatics identification of over 6,700
candidate LOV domains (including over 4,000 previously unidentified
sequences from plants and protists), and insights from their annota-
tions for ontological function and structural arrangements. Motif
analysis identified the sensors from ∼42 million ORFs, with strong
statistical separation from other flavoproteins and non-LOV mem-
bers of the structurally related Per-aryl hydrocarbon receptor nu-
clear translocator (ARNT)-Sim family. Conserved-domain analysis
determined putative light-regulated function and multidomain to-
pologies. We found that for certain effectors, sensor–effector linker
length is discretized based on both phylogeny and the preservation
of α-helical heptad repeats within an extended coiled-coil linker
structure. This finding suggests that preserving sensor–effector ori-
entation is a key determinant of linker length, in addition to ances-
try, in LOV signaling structure–function. We found a surprisingly high
prevalence of effectors with functions previously thought to be rare
among LOV proteins, such as regulators of G protein signaling, and
discovered several previously unidentified effectors, such as lipases.
This work highlights the value of applying genomic and transcrip-
tomic technologies to diverse organisms to capture the structural and
functional variation in photosensory proteins that are vastly impor-
tant in adaptation, photobiology, and optogenetics.
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The light–oxygen–voltage sensitive (LOV) domain subset of the
Per-aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator (ARNT)-

Sim (PAS) superfamily is a ubiquitous photoreceptor class that
enables organisms across multiple kingdoms to sense blue light
(1–5). LOV photoreceptors consist of modular sensor and ef-
fector domains whose interactions are commonly mediated by
an α-helical linker between the two (6). Blue light absorption
initiates the reversible formation of a flavin-cysteinyl adduct in
the LOV sensor hydrophobic core, triggering a conformational
change in the overall protein tertiary structure that ultimately
transduces the photosensory input into biochemical signaling
outputs (4–7). These signaling events—often mediated by clusters
of conserved protein domains that are indirectly light-regulated
downstream of the primary effector—exert diverse physiological
effects that underlie circadian rhythms (8), virulence (9), pho-
totropism (10), and stress responses (11), across species in varied
ecological settings. LOV proteins are also invaluable optogenetic

tools for light-gated physiological perturbation of genetically
targeted cells, either as natural proteins or engineered variants
(12–16). Their modular design is advantageous for engineering
chimeras between LOV sensors with effectors of choice, en-
abling strategies for dynamic gain-of-function of arbitrary pro-
teins in cells. Thus, elucidating the diversity in the repertoire of
effector functions, as well as the diversity in multidomain struc-
tural arrangements of LOV sensors and effectors, will respectively
deepen collective understanding of what cellular adaptation pro-
cesses are dynamically regulated by light and how these highly
varied signals are transduced by the modular protein architecture in
response to a common blue-light stimulus. More broadly, because
PAS proteins share conserved signal transmission mechanisms in
response to various sensory inputs (17) that include light (e.g., LOV,
phytochrome), ligands (e.g., Cache domains, PDC domains) (18),
and oxygen (e.g., HIF proteins) (19), new insights into LOV
structure–function will enhance the overall understanding of the
PAS superfamily of sensory proteins.
The modular sensor–effector topology of LOV proteins facili-

tates automated bioinformatics strategies in discovery and anno-
tation. Because the conserved domains are encoded in discrete
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stretches of DNA, their identities and linear arrangements can
be parsed within a single ORF. Here, we report the development
of a fully automated bioinformatics pipeline written in Python
(Fig. 1) that (i) identifies LOV sensors through motif analysis
(20), (ii) identifies conserved domains in the up/downstream
neighboring regions of the ORF via searches against the Pfam
and Interpro databases (21–23), (iii) annotates predicted effec-
tor functions in computer-readable maps of LOV multidomain
structures, and (iv) maps the functional and topological distri-
butions across archaea, bacteria, fungi, protists (which hereon
include algae), and land plants. Building on insights from previous
BLAST-based analyses of published sequences (2–5, 24–26), we
implemented an approach that would enhance the detection of
LOV sensors from recently sequenced organisms (including ones
reported here) that may not resemble well-studied LOV proteins.
We identified 6,782 LOV proteins from ∼42 million ORFs

(>5,700 organisms spanning two databases, Interpro and OneKP,
the latter a recently generated collection of nearly 1,300 land plant
and algal transcriptomes from >1,000 unique organisms) (27). The
contributions here nearly triple the number of LOV sequences
known and were chiefly derived from OneKP (4,163 from OneKP
newly identified here vs. 2,619 from Interpro, consistent with a
recent report) (2). We find that when effectors are grouped by
function irrespective of relative position to each other or the
sensor, LOV proteins are described by 119 “functional clusters” of

associated domains that describe the extent to which LOV domain-
based signaling is adaptable to complex physiological outputs.
Maps of linker sequence length between the sensor and most
proximal effector reveal discretized banding, possibly supporting
the notion that linker structure is often modular (28). Addi-
tionally, we find an increased prevalence of effector functions [as
determined by gene ontology (GO)] previously thought to be
rare among LOV proteins, particularly those potentially impli-
cated in G protein signaling, small-molecule biosynthesis, and
catabolism. These rare functions were found in recently se-
quenced dikarya, heterokonts, and species diverging early in the
evolutionary lineage of green algae, highlighting the importance
of sequencing diverse organisms to capture the functional
space of photosensory proteins. This comprehensive discovery,
analysis, and cataloging of LOV domain diversity will inform
how light regulates organismal behavior, beget new optogenetic
tools or protein-based photocatalysts, and create a foundation for
uncovering new insights into LOV photoreceptor structure–
function and rational engineering principles through comparative
structural genomics.

Results
Automated LOV Identification by de Novo Motif Analysis. The
pipeline (Fig. 1) identifies LOV domains by calculating a match
score for candidate sequences to custom-developed LOV flavin-
binding motifs, represented by position-weighted matrices that
ascribe weights to various positions within a sequence pattern
according to how strongly those positions are conserved. Because
isolating motifs that relate to flavin binding and photocycling de-
emphasizes the highly variable sequence contributions of the
effectors also found within the ORF, a motif-based search cre-
ated a clear stringency cutoff for defining the obligate LOV
sensor domain. Conserved motifs were identified using the
Multiple Em for Motif Elicitation (MEME) tool (20), based on
18 well-characterized LOV proteins that were selected to reflect
a breadth in structural and functional diversity among known
sensors (Fig. 2A and Dataset S1). Two highly conserved motifs
emerged, of 43 and 48 amino acids in length, which mapped to
the flavin-binding pocket when projected onto the 3D structure
of AsLOV2 from Avena sativa (Fig. 2B) (29). Several sub-
motifs had particularly high information contents, including a
GX(N/D)C(R/H)(F/I)L(Q/A) submotif containing the key cysteine
that forms the cysteinyl-flavin adduct during the LOV photocycle.
Additionally, mutations to conserved residues in FXXXT(G/E)Y
and N(Y/F)XXX(G/D)XX(F/L)XN submotifs are also known to
impair blue-light sensation (30). It should be noted that although a
covalent adduct can theoretically form between a flavin and non-
cysteine residue, the key cysteine is considered obligate here to
maintain consistency with the best characterized form of the
LOV photocycle.
Importantly, the analysis readily distinguishes a LOV domain

from its most closely related protein domains, which include
non-LOV PAS domains (including PYP, “photoactive yellow
protein”) and other flavoproteins, including BLUF domain
photoreceptors (“Blue-Light Using FAD”) (18, 26, 31–33) (Fig.
2C and Dataset S1). The Motif Analysis & Search Tool (MAST)
(20) was used to estimate the probability that both motifs were
jointly present in a candidate protein, and a very clear distinction
in e-values of the known LOV domains that comprised a “test
set” (Dataset S1) versus related non-LOV proteins was found
(see Methods). Given the large statistical separation between
closely related proteins, we applied the automated query to two
databases that would likely encompass the totality of potential
LOV candidates: PAS-containing proteins cataloged in Interpro
on structural grounds and OneKP on photobiology grounds. In
total, 6,782 LOV-encoding sequences were discovered in both
databases from analyzing ∼42 million ORFS from >5,700 or-
ganisms from archaea, bacteria, fungi, protists, and land plants.
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Fig. 1. Automated bioinformatics pipeline to identify LOV proteins and
analyze their functional and structural diversity. (A) Multidomain topology
of an LOV photosensor (or tandem sensors) fused to neighboring N- and/
or C-terminal effectors (negative and positive positions, respectively).
(B) Transduction of photosensory inputs into signaling outputs through light-
gated structural rearrangements between sensor and neighboring effector
(s). (C–E) Automated cataloging of LOV proteins via Python scripts. (C) Motif-
based sensor identification from OneKP and PAS InterPro databases, followed
by quality control measures and a check for the conserved cysteine required
for photocycling and signal transmission. (D) Annotation of up/downstream
conserved domains within the protein cluster by Pfam and InterPro database
queries and taxonomic specification of organism of protein origin by Entrez
query. (E) Analysis of functional and structural diversity from the resultant
computer readable maps, for nearest effector GO, sensor–effector linker
length, and multidomain positional likelihood and connectivity.
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Diversity of Nearest Neighboring Effectors. The upstream and
downstream sensor-neighboring regions were aligned to hidden
Markov models of >14,000 conserved domain types from the
Pfam database to identify (i) the primary or nearest neighboring
effectors presumed to be directly modulated by the sensor,
(ii) all conserved domains present in the protein-encoding region
that are likely involved in the overall photosensory signaling
pathway (abbreviations in Dataset S2), and (iii) the linker se-
quence length between sensor and primary effector. When no
predicted Pfam effectors were found within 125 amino acids of
the LOV sensor (roughly the size of a conserved domain but still
within known sensor–effector linker length range), the candidate
was triaged to an additional Interpro conserved domain search.
When the nearest neighbor was another LOV sensor, similar to
the tandem repeat architecture observed in LOV proteins from
plants and algae (34), and also common to other mediators of
protein–protein interactions (35, 36), the repeat was first col-
lapsed into a single pseudodomain called tandem LOV, and then
the linker lengths and effector positions were recalculated from
the termini of the tandem. Tandem LOVs were found only in
land plants and protists (1,756 total, 37% of land plant LOVs,
31% of protist LOVs) and never annotated as primary effectors.
It should be noted that the interaction partner and/or most
proximal effector to the LOV sensor in the tertiary protein
structure might differ from the nearest neighbor in the linear
polypeptide sequence. However, primary effectors and LOV
signaling roles are routinely inferred from the domains with the
shortest sequence linker polypeptides to the sensor, and thus, the
definition applied here is reasonable for a dataset of nearly
42 million ORFs. From here on, the linker length refers to the
number of residues, unless specified as physical distance.

We identified 33 different primary effector types that are
grouped according to their GO (Fig. 3). Five primary effector
categories accounted for 83.1% of the LOV proteins in the
sample set: protein kinase (serine/threonine kinase), F-box,
Short LOVs (with terminal peptide extensions, similar to the
fungal LOV domain VIVID) (7, 37–39), histidine kinase
(HisKA), and PAS domains that may serve to integrate multiple
environmental inputs with light (40). Nearly 1/10th of the sample
set (7.2%) had no conserved domain matches in Pfam or
Interpro despite extensions of 125–1,000+ residues that are
much longer than those of short LOVs. This architecture is ob-
served in candidates from both InterPro and OneKP, and hence
it is unlikely to be attributable to de novo sequence assembly
artifacts (see SI Text 1 and Fig. S1 for quality control assessments
and direct comparisons between genome- vs. transcriptome-derived
reads of matching genes), although one must always keep open
to the possibility of truncations introduced by variation at the
level of raw read in CG-rich regions. It is possible that these
LOV with no identifiable conserved domains mediate protein
interactions analogous to short LOVs. For example, in the well-
described VIVID protein, light alters both LOV homodimeri-
zation interactions and consequent interaction with the White
Collar complex to form a heterodimer that competes with the
activated White Collar homodimer (41–43). It is also possible
that the sensor-flanking regions are enzymatic or binding domains
that have yet to be classified as conserved domains.
Several primary effector domains have not been previously

described as LOV effectors to the best of our knowledge: GTP
cyclohydrolase type II (five proteins from glaucophytes and
chlorophytes), lipase (three proteins from chlorophytes), and
glutamine amidotransferase (GATase, four proteins from
chlorophytes) were all found more than once. We also found
evidence that effectors previously thought to be rare may in fact
be common—namely, 77 different LOV-RGS or regulators of G
protein signaling primarily from fungi (dikarya) and protists
(heterokonts) (3, 24, 44–46). Whereas a few LOV-RGS were
previously identified by conserved domain analysis, the new-
found abundance of LOV-RGS proteins was similar to more
commonly studied LOV proteins that contain BZIP, STAS
(sulfate transporter and anti-sigma factor), HTH (helix–turn–
helix), and HLH (helix–loop–helix) domains. LOV proteins with
recently described functions were derived from recent sequenc-
ing collaborations (OneKP and the Fungal Genome Initiative)
that greatly expanded the breadth of organismal representation,
begging the question of whether evolutionary diversity, sheer
number of LOV photoreceptor gene sequences available, or
number of organisms queried is the primary determinant of
observed LOV diversity. As detailed further in the following
section, evolutionary diversity within a kingdom, and neither
sample size nor number of organisms queried, determines the
observed diversity and complexity of LOV architectures within
the kingdom.

Position and Connectivity of Multieffector Clusters. Fig. 4 shows the
distribution of conserved domain positions relative to the sensor.
Although both N- and C-terminal effectors are widely observed
(negative and positive position number vs. sensor, respectively),
different effector types preferentially locate to either N- or
C-terminal to the sensor, with PAS, GAF, and RR as notable
exceptions (although a preference is still largely maintained on a
per kingdom basis) (Fig. 4). To illustrate which domains com-
monly associate in multidomain structures, an adjacency analysis
(47) was visualized in the Gephi platform for networked systems
(48) (Fig. 5). Many architectural aspects are conserved (e.g.,
LOV/PAS, short LOV, and LOV with no identifiable conserved
domains), whereas others are highly kingdom-dependent. For
example, tandem LOVs and serine/threonine protein kinases
were only observed in land plants and protists, possibly as a

A

B C

Fig. 2. Motif-based identification of LOV proteins and discrimination from
related non-LOV proteins. (A) Sequence logos for motifs 1 and 2, identified
by the MEME tool for a training set of 18 LOV proteins validated to pho-
tocycle, with the cysteine that forms the cysteinyl-flavin adduct during the
photocycle marked with a gray star and (B) mapped onto the crystal struc-
ture of LOV2 from A. sativa (Protein Data Bank ID code 2V0U). The motifs
encompass the flavin-binding pocket but not the linker region or the
A’-alpha and J-alpha helices (shown in gray). (C) Histogram showing the like-
lihood (log10 of e-value) that motifs 1 and 2 are present in a given domain
shows clear discrimination between known LOV sensors and closely related
protein classes of non-LOV PAS proteins, BLUF domains, and other flavo-
proteins. When searching for the motifs in known test set LOV domains that
were also in the training set, we applied a leave-one-out cross-validation
scheme, in which the two sensor motifs were regenerated for the training
LOV dataset minus one LOV photoreceptor, and the sensor motifs were then
searched for with the MAST tool on the remaining LOV photoreceptor. The
MEME training dataset proteins were selected to span a range of physio-
logical functions, organisms of origin, and ecological niches and have been
previously validated to photocycle. Training and test sets are provided in
Dataset S1.
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two-sensor mechanism to tune the sensitivity of the system as
suggested for phototropins (49, 50).
The position and connectivity information in these structural

topology maps provide conserved associations and ordering be-
tween effector domains, from which multistep signaling pathways
and native physiological roles may be inferred. For example,
clear associations are seen between HisKA, histidine kinase-like
ATPases (H-ATPases), and response regulators (RRs) across
multiple kingdoms that implicate an evolutionarily conserved
two-component signaling pathway (51, 52). Obligate associations
can likewise be inferred. For example, LOV-associated Kelch
repeats are always preceded by F-boxes even though β-propeller–
forming Kelch repeats (53) do not require them. We classified
these topologies into 119 functional clusters of associated do-
mains, regardless of order or domain stoichiometry (Dataset S3),
with Fig. 6 providing the 10 most prevalent clusters and their
respective most common architecture. The 119 functional clus-
ters reduce the overall protein architectural space and may fa-
cilitate physiological inferences by examining classes of domain
associations instead of individual instances.
A computed complexity quotient, which quantifies domain

architectural complexity as a function of both the number of
domains and variety of domain types for a given set of proteins
(47), shows that complexity across kingdoms varies widely, where
bacteria exhibited the maximal overall architectural diversity
(Fig. 7A). There is a clear trend that LOV complexity is pro-
portional to evolutionary diversity (as estimated by the number
of phyla searched for photoreceptors per kingdom) but not the

sample size of LOV candidates or organisms searched for pho-
toreceptors per kingdom (Fig. 7 B–D). Fungi interestingly lack
architectural diversity with few conserved domains that are di-
rectly enzymatic (Figs. 5C and 7A) and instead rely on binding
mediators such as peptide flanks (short LOVs) and zinc fingers.
However, as previously discussed with VIVID, such binding
domains can orchestrate multicomponent and multistep signal-
ing pathways that are themselves complex, even if the domain
architectures of fungal LOVs are “simple.”

Discretization in Sensor–Effector Linker Length. Linker sequence
length was dependent on the primary effector type, with some
effectors exhibiting highly discretized bands in linker length
distribution (Fig. 8). Although some degree of effector-specific
discretization is to be expected from common ancestry, the ob-
served banding may also reflect key structure–function require-
ments for signal transmission. For example, the YF1 HisKA, a
chimeric LOV engineered by substituting the cognate STAS ef-
fector from YtvA with a HisKA, exhibits cyclical light/dark ef-
fector behavior consistent with linker dependence on heptad
periodicity; YF1 variants that differ in linker length by multiples
of 7 retain light-inducible activity, whereas those with nonheptad
additions or deletions exhibit reversed or no functionality (see
figure 4 of ref. 28). The reported finding suggests that sensor–
effector orientation is more critical than interdomain physical
distance for natural or preformed dimers with extended coiled-
coil linkers. In corollary to this insight from an engineered LOV,
we conducted a structural genomics analysis to determine

A B C D E

Fig. 3. Diversity in primary effector identity and ontological function. Primary effectors are separated by (A) archaea, (B) bacteria, (C) fungi, (D) protists, and
(E) land plants. Effectors are defined as the nearest conserved domain to sensors with respect to primary structure. Tandem LOVs are collapsed and treated as
a single sensor domain, with possible effector domains N-terminal to the first LOV domain and C-terminal to the second LOV domain in the sequence. Bar
plots indicate the number of effector domains of a given GO (assigned by Pfam and Interpro) for a given kingdom on a log10 scale. Bars are colored and
hatched according to the fractional number (linear scale) and type of effector domains found with a given ontology. The percent relative distribution is
provided for primary effectors that are not readily distinguishable by the eye. The order of domains in each figure legend corresponds to the priority with
which bars were stacked, such that leftmost domains are stacked first and rightmost domains are stacked last. The total number of LOV proteins found in each
kingdom is provided as n. Full names of effector abbreviations are provided in Dataset S2. Fifteen candidate sequences of uncertain taxonomic origin
(Incertae sedis) are omitted.
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whether the distribution of linkers across wild-type LOV
reflected a similar heptad repeat suggestive of extended coiled-
coil linker regions (bands of linkers defined algorithmically by
k-means clustering).
LOV-GGDEF proteins showed the clearest evidence of a

heptad repeat dependence (Fig. 8C). In fact, linkers of up to three
heptad repeats are found in nature, and thus, these proteins exhibit
a surprising level of tolerance for variable sensor–effector physical
distances of up to 32.4 Å, assuming the segment is linear and
parallel (although it should be noted that coiled-coils and their
dimers can be antiparallel). Although the crystal structures of
LOV-GGDEF proteins have not yet been described, the crystal
structure of a stimuli-responsive di-guanylate cyclase with a
GGDEF-containing receiver WspR from Pseudomonas (54, 55)
resembles the solved coiled-coil structure of the engineered YF1
LOV-HisKA (56). LOV-GGDEF linker regions have a remarkably
high predicted probability of being coiled-coils based on PCOILS
analysis (57) [Probability(Linker Region) > 0.9, Fig. S2]. Taken
together with the heptad-cyclical phosphorylation seen with YF1,
these convergent results suggest that LOV-GGDEF linkers form
coiled-coils that constrain sensor–effector orientation and can
transmit the signal over variable sensor–effector physical distances.
This heptad repeat banding pattern is also in remarkable agree-
ment with similar bioinformatics analyses of PAS-GGDEF linkers
(see figure 5 of ref. 17).
As expected in Fig. 8, YtvA-like LOV-STAS linkers were

discretized but effectively only in one band. Naturally occurring
LOV-HisKAs also exhibited banding in the linker region, al-
though the heptad trend was not as strong as observed with
LOV-GGDEF (Fig. 8D). This is consistent with findings that
although some LOV-HisKAs follow a “tilting/rotation” model in

which light induces modest structural changes, some members
are known to be monomeric or stably oligomeric in the dark (4,
58–62) and thus are possibly less constrained with respect
to sensor–effector orientation. The observed spread per linker
band may reflect subpopulations of LOV-HisKAs. For example,
multiple of the bands have an m + 1 population (where m =
k-means cluster) suggestive of opposite transitions in light/dark
activity, as seen with the engineered YF1 protein (28). Likewise,
LOV-HisKA linkers appear to group into two populations of
heptad repeats that are offset by two residues, in a (7n + 2) trend
similar to non-LOV PAS-HisKAs (see figure 5 of ref. 28). It
should be noted that the heptad repeat is not a perfect multiple
of 7 but rather 7.2 residues. Notably, monomeric LOV-HisKAs
have recently been described (62) with similar helical linkers
separating LOV and HisKA domains, and our data may help
suggest sequence preferences that direct these coiled-coil ele-
ments to favor interactions in cis with their own sensor domains
versus in trans to another coiled-coil. Resampling analysis sup-
ports the finding that the discretization in linker length between
sensor and GGDEF or HisKA effectors over a large range of
lengths is not random (Fig. S3).
In contrast, LOVs that undergo larger conformational changes

and “unfold” in response to light into monomeric or dimeric forms
do not show demonstrable heptad banding. Existing photochemi-
cal and structural analyses show that, by and large, these structures
do not form stable dimers in the dark [bZIPs such as aureochrome
(63), zinc fingers such as White Collar (64–66), HTH proteins such
as EL222 (67), and short LOVs such as VIVID (7, 37–39)] or are
oriented in antiparallel fashion inconsistent with a parallel ex-
tended coiled-coil model, such as phototropins (68) and F-box/
Kelch repeats like FKF1 (69, 70). Thus, the observed trend of
linker length discretization by effector type and phylum of origin
(Fig. 8) reflects that the structural conservation is due to both the
functional consequences of preserving sensor–effector orientation
and a shared evolutionary ancestry.

Discussion
Expanded Functional Diversity from Broadly Surveying Organismal
Diversity. The analysis balanced various factors—namely, through-
put and broad representation of organisms. For example, the
motif-based analysis revealed that LOV protein regions that
form the flavin-binding pocket and mediate photocycling are
highly conserved, whereas those that interface with and transmit
signals to effector domains, such as the A′-alpha and J-alpha
helices, are not (Fig. 2B). Limiting the length of the query se-
quence to motifs implicated only in flavin binding and light
sensing augmented computational throughput and reduced the
likelihood that a potential LOV candidate would be excluded on
the basis of an unusual mechanism for effector domain regula-
tion. Although other position-weighted approaches exist like
PSI-BLAST, which compares sequences against the National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database (71),
they would not have allowed for a self-consistently generated
dataset because ∼60% of the raw data analyzed here resided in
other databases or are not yet available in annotated forms.
Likewise, because LOV is not yet a domain class of its own in
InterPro, which also lacks much of the dataset studied here,
custom analyses were necessary to annotate the functional and
topological diversity in full breadth.
Although most physiological roles deduced from ontological

functions and multidomain topologies were consistent with pre-
vious descriptions in signaling, transcriptional regulation, and
cytoskeletal movement, rare effectors were often putatively in-
volved in biosynthesis of molecules beyond cyclic nucleotides,
such as lipase or glutamine amidotransferase primary effectors
(Dataset S3). Previously unidentified effector functions were all
found in early-diverging green algae that were only recently se-
quenced by OneKP, which highlights the value of broadly sampling

A B C

D E

Fig. 4. Effector position distribution within multidomain LOV proteins.
Linear maps of multidomain polypeptides are separated by (A) archaea,
(B) bacteria, (C) fungi, (D) protists, and (E) land plants. The x-axis represents
domain position relative to a single or tandem LOV sensor. Sensors are
assigned the zero positions, and conserved effector domains are numbered
in increasing value toward the termini (negative N-terminal, positive C-ter-
minal). Bar height (log10 scale) represents the total number of domains of
any type observed at a given relative position. Fraction of each stacked bar
(linear scale) that is uniquely colored and hatched corresponds directly to the
fraction of domains at the given position of a specific domain type. Domains
that constitute <10% of the fraction of any position for any kingdom are
placed in “Other.” The order of domains in the figure legend corresponds to
the priority with which bars were stacked, such that LOV domains are
stacked first and the Other category is stacked last. Full names of effector
abbreviations are provided in Dataset S2. Fifteen candidate sequences of
uncertain taxonomic origin (I. sedis) are omitted.
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organismal diversity in addition to optimizing algorithms. The
expanded range of physiological roles shows how adaptable
LOV sensors regulate both evolutionarily conserved processes
and specialized organism-specific functions. Importantly and
as previously stated, the inherent LOV diversity found in nature
is correlated with the evolutionary diversity within a kingdom
(Fig. 7). As species become more evolutionarily diverse, so do
their LOV proteins.
LOV proteins with primary effectors of new and/or rare on-

tological functions may push the protein class into new signaling
physiological roles. For example, LOV-RGS proteins are the
likely photoreceptors that govern steering in brown algal nega-
tive phototaxis, based on previously reported microspectropho-

tometry, proteomics, and immunofluorescence imaging studies
(45, 72). A putative role for LOV-RGS in fungi is less apparent
despite their surprising prevalence. Deletion of the Magnaporthe
oryzae MoRGS5 (73), which previously was described as a PAS/
RGS but whose sensor is identified here as a LOV, causes no
observable phenotypic difference. It is possible that LOV-RGS
proteins were shared between brown/golden algae and patho-
genic fungi by horizontal gene transfer in light of the fact that
fungal LOVs possess few effectors like RGS that are directly
enzymatic. The physiological roles and evolutionary history of
LOV-RGS and the many other functional clusters reported here
warrant future studies by photophysical and structural charac-
terization, genomics, and organismal physiology.

A B

D E

C

Fig. 5. Network maps of conserved domain connectivity. Connectivity networks are separated by (A) archaea, (B) bacteria, (C) fungi, (D) protists, and (E) land
plants. Nodes represent sensor or effector domains. Nodes are colored and hatched according to effector domain type, where a solid ring inside the node
indicates a single hatch and a dashed ring inside the node represents a crosshatch (to be consistent with all other figures). Edges between nodes represent a
fusion of two domains (here, limited to connections observed ≥3 times for a kingdom), where edge weight corresponds to observed frequency of the
connection on log2 scale. Networks originate at the N terminus, and arrows indicate the relative position of each domain in the polypeptide that culminates
at the C terminus. Arrows that begin and end at the same node denote repeated effectors, with the exception of consecutive LOV sensors, which were
grouped into tandem LOVs. Note that all pathways must pass through the LOV sensor in the diagrams. Full names of effector abbreviations are provided in
Dataset S2. Fifteen candidate sequences of uncertain taxonomic origin (I. sedis) are omitted.
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Bioinformatics-Guided Engineering of Optogenetic Tools. Natural
and engineered photosensory proteins, when heterologously or
ectopically expressed in genetically targeted cells, are powerful
optogenetic tools to control cellular physiology and transcrip-
tional circuits (12). The previously unidentified effectors and ex-
pansion in sequence diversity of rare effectors reported here are
important for several reasons. First, natural LOVs with effector
functions such as lipase activity and RGS-based tuning of GPCR
activity may be highly useful in cell signaling. Second, screening
phylogenetic diversity is a valuable strategy for enhanced perfor-
mance and trafficking in optogenetic tool development. For ex-
ample, the natural LOV-HTH EL222 (16) is a high-performance
optogenetic transcription factor with light/dark ratios in tran-
scriptional activity of >100-fold. Likewise, diversity-driven dis-
covery has begotten numerous electrogenic rhodopsins widely
used for controlling excitable cells, including the first optogenetic
tools to elicit behavioral changes in primates (74–76) and achieve
noninvasive inhibition in rodents (77), as well as spectrally diverse
channelrhodopsins for truly orthogonal activation of two colo-
calized cell populations with two colors of light (78).
The inherent modularity of LOV proteins makes them in-

valuable in creating chimeric optogenetic tools by swapping
natural effectors with arbitrary proteins to confer photosensi-
tivity to the latter. Although most structure–function studies on
LOV proteins to date focus on flavin photocycling, the structure–
function of the linker region, which is arguably more critical for
engineering high-performance chimeras, is more varied and less
established. Most reported chimeras are constructed from one of
three LOV proteins whose sensor–linker interactions have been

described by structural NMR (AsLOV2) (6) or by crystallogra-
phy (VIVID, YtvA) (56, 58, 79). Further establishing principles
of how optical signals are transmitted between sensor and ef-
fector through the linker region enhances our ability to rationally
engineer novel and improved protein-based tools. Through se-
quence analysis of natural LOV photoreceptors, which comple-
ments previous structural analyses of an engineered chimeric
HisKA (28), we find further convergent evidence that linker
length in parallel extended coiled-coils reflects not only evolu-
tionary history (as evident by conservation of banding across
phyla in Fig. 8 C and D) but also a mechanistic optimization of
sensor–effector orientation with a surprising tolerance for vari-
able sensor–effector physical distances. This finding suggests that
when photosensitizing an effector-of-choice, the signal trans-
mission mechanism through the linker is a critical element in
choosing appropriate LOV sensors for the chimera. Future
bioinformatics or structural analyses that establish new photo-
switching models will greatly advance optogenetic tools and
consequent scientific discoveries from their application.

Resource for LOV Photoreceptor Comparative Genomics. Beyond the
insights reported here, we have created a valuable resource that
contains an enormous wealth of LOV gene sequences that nearly
triples the number of sequences known to date and catalogs the
functional and architectural diversity of LOV photoreceptors.
The entire dataset is provided in text-searchable format (Dataset
S4), which contains the (i) sequence of each putative LOV protein
identified, (ii) flavin-binding motif, (iii) primary effector and on-
tological function, (iv) sequence and position of all conserved
domains, (v) multidomain cluster architectures, (vi) linker length,
(vii) taxonomy of organism of origin, and (viii) presence of likely
integral membrane proteins (TMHMM Server v. 2.0) (80). Com-
binations of these entry fields may be queried in an automated
manner in Python (SI Text 2 provides instructions and Dataset S5
provides a sample script for automated data extraction). To
evaluate the degree to which natural variation could affect the

A B

Fig. 6. Grouping of conserved domains commonly associated in LOV pro-
teins into functional clusters. (A) Ten most prevalent functional clusters of
LOV proteins, where domains are grouped by composition, but independent
of domain order and repeats. Frequency of occurrence is for each type of
grouped domains or clusters, not individual domains. (B) Most common
protein architecture for highly prevalent clusters (triangles, N terminus;
squares, C terminus). Domains surrounded by brackets are commonly re-
peated, found n times total. Full names of effector abbreviations are pro-
vided in Dataset S2.

A B

C D

Fig. 7. Architectural complexity correlates with evolutionary diversity.
(A) Computed complexity quotient for each kingdom quantifies domain
architectural complexity as the product of the average number of effector
domains per LOV photoreceptor in the kingdom and the total number of
different effector types observed across the kingdom. (B–D) Complexity
quotients for each kingdom plotted versus (B) the total number of putative
LOV sequences identified in the kingdom, (C) the total number of organisms
searched for LOV in the kingdom, and (D) the total number of phyla
searched for LOV in the kingdom. Kendall’s rank correlation tau coefficients
and their accompanying P values are shown on each scatterplot. A strong
correlation between the number of phyla searched and the complexity of
the resulting LOV photoreceptors suggests that evolutionary diversity is a
greater predictor of complexity than sample size.
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counting of candidates (i.e., redundancies from in-frame point
mutations, splice variations, deletions, and additions of the same
gene), all reported LOV sequences identified for a given or-
ganism were clustered with the “CD-HIT” tool (81, 82). Se-
quences derived from OneKP or InterPro were equally likely to
be labeled redundant, and no physiologically relevant changes
were introduced by collapsing the redundant set to the longest
consensus sequence (Fig. S4 and Dataset S4, with “redundant
sequences” in an additional column). These resources may beget
numerous new insights by facilitating rapid comparative analyses
of highly specific features (e.g., all HisKA s with a given linker
length range, all LOV domains from a specific phylum, etc.),
thereby offering great proliferative benefit to the overall un-
derstanding of LOV photobiology of photosynthetic and
nonphotosynthetic organisms.
In summary, our study highlights the value of genomic surveys

of broad ranges of organisms and ecological niches for estab-
lishing sensory protein diversity. By customizing the bio-
informatics analysis to thoroughly capture that diversity, we
created an annotated dataset of >6,700 LOV proteins for ex-
ploring LOV structure–function through comparative structural
genomics, understanding the expanded photosensory signaling

roles of newfound proteins, and inventing optogenetic reagents
for light-driven control of physiology in targeted cells.

Methods
De Novo Motif Prediction for LOV Sensor Domains. Sequence patterns were
identified by motif analysis with the MEME Suite (20) in 18 LOV domains
known to photocycle (Fig. 2). MEME tool parameters were set to find two
motifs of ≤50 amino acids that must be present in all query sequences.
Identified motifs were exported as .xml files.

LOV Photoreceptor Identification.OneKP database (27) ORFs were required to
begin with a start codon (ATG) and end with a stop codon and were pre-
dicted with EMBOSS-6.6.0 using the standard codon table #0 and a minimum
ORF length of 100 amino acids (83). The predicted protein list was pooled with
protein sequences deposited in the European Molecular Biology Laboratory–
European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) protein database with PAS
domains (IPR000014) that were identified with Interpro (22, 23). A Python
script removed duplicate proteins or exact subsets of longer proteins on a
per-species basis to ensure uniqueness of each candidate, which was then
searched for the sensor motifs with the MAST tool (20) with e-value
threshold ≤1e-25. Residues enclosed by a predicted PAS fold were identified
by Pfam (21), and then a Python script labeled proteins as bona fide LOV
sensors if both motifs (i) aligned with a P value ≤1e-15, (ii) were separated

A

B

C

D

Fig. 8. Effector-specific discretization in sensor–effector linker length. (A) Overlaid scatter- and box-and-whisker plots of the linker length between LOV or
tandem LOV sensors and their nearest effector domains, shown for effectors observed >10 times (box, first to third quartile; internal band, median).
(B) Cumulative linker length distributions for effector-specific linker length between LOV or tandem LOV sensors and their nearest effector domains. (C and D)
Heptad periodicity observed for linker regions that adopt extended coiled-coil structures. Bands were defined by k-means clustering, where a Bayesian In-
formation Criterion was used to optimally choose the number of clusters, k. The number of linkers in a given cluster (n) and cluster mean (m) are labeled on
each cluster directly. Dotted lines grouping heptad repeats are provided to guide the eye, shown for (C) LOV-GGDEF and (D) LOV-HisKA. LOV-STAS proteins
are omitted because only one linker band is observed. Tight banding observed in C and D is indicative of heptad repeats, potentially reflecting structural
optimization of sensor–effector orientation and the capability to transmit photosensory structural changes over variable physical distances through an ex-
tended coiled-coil linker. Colors in C and D indicate phylum-level taxonomic origin of the LOV.
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by <75 residues, and (iii) were bound within a PAS fold and (iv) a cysteine
residue was present in the flavin-binding site of motif 1.

Comparator datasets for validating the ability to distinguish between LOV
and structurally related non-LOV proteins were (i) ligand binding PAS-fold
proteins, taken from figure 3 of ref. 18 (listed in Dataset S1), (ii) flavin-
binding BLUF photoreceptors in InterPro collection IPR007024, (iii) flavo-
proteins from InterPro collection IPR00382, and (iv) a test set of known LOV
domains selected from figure 2 of ref. 84 (listed in Dataset S1). MAST
searched for the joint presence of the two sensor motifs in each candidate
protein and reported an e-value defined as the expected number of se-
quences in a random database of the same size that would match the group
of motifs as well as the sequence does. When searching for the motifs in
known test set LOV domains also contained in the training set, we applied a
“leave-one-out cross-validation” scheme, where the two sensor motifs were
regenerated for the training set minus one LOV photoreceptor, and the
sensor motifs were then searched for with MAST on the remaining
LOV photoreceptor.

LOV Photoreceptor Annotation. Potential effectors were searched against the
Pfam HMM database with the UNIX command-line HMMER v3.1b1 tool (85),
with an e-value ≤1e-3. A Python script parsed the results to generate protein
maps that specify where predicted effector and sensor domains are located
along the candidate polypeptide sequence. In cases when possible effectors
overlapped in polypeptide sequence, the conserved domain with the lowest
e-value associated with identification by Pfam was chosen. If the nearest
effector was another LOV sensor reflective of the tandem LOV architecture,
the tandem LOV was collapsed into a single tandem LOV pseudodomain,
and the annotations continued as they would for a single LOV. Maps were
labeled with taxonomic information from kingdom to species, using the
entrez command line tool to search the NCBI taxonomy database. Missing
NCBI taxonomy entries were supplemented according to Algaebase and the
Integrated Taxonomic Information System (ITIS). If no Pfam effector do-
mains were assigned within 125 amino acids of a putative LOV sensor do-
main, the region was subjected to an additional Interpro conserved
domains search.

Linker bands were defined by k-means clustering in one dimension where
a Bayesian Information Criterion was used to optimally choose the number
of clusters, k, according to default settings of the Ckmeans.1d.dp package
for the R statistical programming language (86). Cumulative linker length
distributions were generated with the ecdf function in R.

Domain Connectivity Analysis. To establish domain connectivity, Python scripts
analyzed annotated LOV proteins and executed a domain adjacency analysis
(47) by scanning through LOV maps comprised of n distinct effector and
sensor domain types to produce an n × n matrix, where the off-diagonal
entry aij is the number of times domain type i is followed by domain type j,
and the diagonal entry aii is equal to the number of times domain type i is
adjacent to itself. The resultant domain adjacency matrix was visualized with
the network software program Gephi (48), such that (i) domains are nodes,
(ii) edges are connections between domains, and (iii) line thickness is pro-

portional to log2 of aij or aii. To perform a domain-positional analysis, Python
scripts analyzed annotated LOV maps and determined the position of each
domain relative to the LOV or tandem LOV sensor, which was assigned
position 0. N- and C-terminal domains were assigned negative and positive
values, respectively. The primary effector was defined as the domain with
the shortest linker length (in polypeptide sequence) to the LOV or tandem
LOV sensor.

Dataset Release. The fully annotated database is available as Dataset S4
and can be manually text-searched or examined by automated data ex-
traction (instructions provided in SI Text 2, and sample Python code provided
in Dataset S5 which makes use of the “xlrd” and “xlwt” Python packages to
import/export spreadsheets).

Note Added in Proof. While this paper was in production, GenBank BLASTx
analysis showed that 18% of newly identified OneKP-derived LOV candidates
have multiple hits to a single existing protein sequence in the NCBI database
after translating in multiple frames. This result may be indicative of natural
variation between organisms or a frame-shift mutation introduced at the raw
sequencing read level. This BLASTx result is consistent with findings in Fig. S1,
which assesses agreement between matching candidates derived from
OneKP transcriptomes to literature-reported genome predictions of the
same organism (one of the five matches varied by a possible frame shift). We
have marked the corresponding GenBank entries with a hash sign (#) in
Dataset S4. We thank GenBank for conducting the analysis on our behalf.
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SI Text 1
SI Methods.
Transcriptome quality control. The quality of the assembled contigs
from de novo transcriptomes was assessed using TransRate (www.
stevekellylab.com/software/transrate) using the program default
settings. The program estimates the probability that a contig is
both structurally complete and derived from a single transcript
(as opposed to a hybrid of two or more) by (i) mapping paired
raw transcriptome reads to it, (ii) computing the proportion of
those pairs that consist of two reads oriented inwardly and
completely contained within the assembled transcript, and (iii)
estimating the probability that the read coverage is best modeled
by a single Dirichlet distribution. Contigs that did not properly
associate with mapped reads of uniform coverage (probability of
uniform coverage < 0.05) were removed from the bioinformatics
pipeline (1 sequence or 0.015% of the total dataset).
The quality of the assembled contigs from de novo tran-

scriptomes was additionally assessed via genome–transcriptome
comparisons. Fully sequenced genomes and corresponding pro-
teomes of LOV-containing species were accessed from NCBI
and Uniprot for Amborella trichopoda and Ricinus communis
strains and then passed through the bioinformatics pipeline in
Fig. 1. These two organisms were chosen as ones with well-
annotated genomes because their draft genome sizes were >90%
the hypothetical size (87, 88). For each species, the LOV can-
didates from the two sources were aligned with BLAST. Ho-
mologous sequences were manually examined for equivalent
domain architectures, and the putative gene product matches are
schematically compared in Fig. S1. Splice site prediction in the
plant transcripts was performed using the SplicePort server and a
score threshold of –0.85, which corresponds to a sensitivity of
97.7–98.9% and a false positive rate of 7.0–8.3% (89).
Redundancy analysis.To evaluate the degree to which in-frame point
mutations, deletions, and additions contribute to double counting
otherwise identical photoreceptor sequences, all reported LOV
proteins identified for a given organism were clustered with
the CD-HIT tool (www.bioinformatics.org/cd-hit/) at varying
thresholds (81, 82). Pairs with similarity scores greater than the
allowable similarity threshold were considered theoretically re-
dundant and collapsed into a single consensus sequence (Fig. S4).
The longest sequence in a given group of matched sequences was
considered to be the “parent sequence” and shorter sequences to
be “child sequences.” The fully annotated database of parent
sequences only for a similarity threshold of 0.9 (CD-HIT default
setting) is available as a spreadsheet tab in Dataset S4, with child
sequences listed as an additional column.
Resampling analysis. A resampling analysis tested if the discretized
linker length pattern characterized by tight clustering observed
for GGDEF and HisKA effectors over a large range of linker
lengths was beyond what would be expected by random chance.
The analysis proceeded as follows: (i) Observed linker length
distributions of size n were k-means clustered in one dimension
and the total variance across all clusters found was recorded;
(ii, a) a Gaussian kernel smoothing function was applied to the
observed linker length distribution to estimate the underlying
probability density function; (ii, b) the estimated probability
density function was drawn from n times to compile a “ran-
domized” linker length dataset; (ii, c) k-means clustering in one
dimension was run for the randomized dataset and the total
variance across all clusters found was recorded; (ii, d) steps ii, b
and c were repeated 10,000 times to build the null distribution,
which was the range of total variances expected if the linker

length dataset was drawn at random from the same underlying
probability density function as the observed data; and (iii) the
observed total variance was compared with the null distribution.
One-tailed P values were calculated as the fraction of variances
in the null distribution smaller than the true variance.

SI Results. Fig. S1 shows comparisons between putatively matching
draft genome-derived and de novo transcriptome-derived can-
didate sequences from A. trichopoda and R. communis. Five
candidate genes of identical functional cluster repertoires were
identified in the draft genome for both organisms. All tran-
scriptome-derived sequences had a clear genomic match, but given
that only highly expressed transcripts are successfully assembled,
only five LOV photoreceptor transcripts were identified in total
between the two species (Fig. S1 A and B). Two of the transcripts
were identical in sequence and length to the genome-predicted
counterpart. A. trichopoda match #4 differed in predicted versus
actual splice sites; the apparent “deletion” in the transcript versus
the genome-predicted product was exactly flanked by independently
predicted splice sites (Fig. S1C). A. trichopoda match #5 differed
because of a frame shift, with either a two-base deletion in the
transcript contig (position 295) or two-base addition in the genome
read; the sequences were 100% homologous upstream and down-
stream of the site (Fig. S1D). Without isolating the protein from the
native organism, the following remain possible origins of the frame
shift: (i) the genome or transcriptome assemblies, (ii) genome or
transcriptome sequencing errors (Illumina sequencers were used in
both cases), or (iii) natural sequence variation from different
samples of the same organism. Lastly, differences in R. communis
match #5 were attributable to start codon variation as well as
missing genomic sequences (denoted as “?” in the draft genome)
(88) (Fig. S1E).
None of the matching pairs showed any differences in functional

cluster architecture, linker length, and sequence between any
conserved domains, or the C terminus. In summary, we conclude
that the de novo transcriptome assemblies here are in strong
agreement with the predicted proteomes of next-generation se-
quencing-derived draft genomes and that differences are reason-
able within the limits of natural variation (splice variants, sample
specificity, tissue specificity, etc.) and accuracy of predicted start
codon and intron/exon during draft genome assemblies.

SI Text 2
Dataset S4 is a resource that consists of putative LOV photo-
receptors that have been annotated and analyzed. It consists of
protein sequences sourced from two databases: Interpro (see
www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/) and OneKP (https://sites.google.com/a/
ualberta.ca/onekp/). The tab labeled “All_sequences” contains
the >6,700 LOV photoreceptors identified by the bioinformatics
pipeline. The tab labeled “Non-redundant” contains only con-
sensus sequences identified through a clustering analysis (see SI
Methods).
If you have problems, questions, ideas, or suggestions, please

contact us at chowlab.seas.upenn.edu.

Spreadsheet Fields.
Database source. The database source specifies from where the
protein sequence was sourced.
Sequence ID. The sequence ID specifies a unique ID number at-
tached to each protein sequence analyzed. For Interpro protein
sequences, this number may be used as a search term to pull up
further information in Uniprot (www.uniprot.org). For OneKP
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protein sequences, this number reflects a unique identifier gen-
erated during next-generation sequencing and transcriptome
assembly.
GenBank ID. The corresponding GenBank ID for each protein
sequence is listed. It may be used as a search term to pull up the
sequence entry in the GenBank database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
genbank/). GenBank accession numbers marked with a hash sign
(#) correspond to assembled contigs with multiple reading
frames; this may represent a frame-shift mutation at the raw
sequencing read level or be a consequence of natural variation.
Primary structure. The primary structure is the sequence of amino
acids that comprise the ORF within which a putative LOV pho-
toreceptor was identified. See Methods for the ORF definition.
GXNCRFLQ. The consensus flavin-adduct LOV protein motif is
GXNCRFLQ. This field identifies the actual putative flavin-
adduct binding sequence for each photoreceptor identified, which
may differ from the consensus sequence to a variable degree.
Protein length. The protein length is the length of the putative
photoreceptor in the amino acids.
Domain structure.This is a text-based representation of the domain
structure of each LOV photoreceptor analyzed and is presented
in the form “Domain Type: (starting location, stopping loca-
tion).” All domains are listed in order from the amino (N) to
carboxy (C) terminus, with arrows between domains indicating
an amino to carboxy direction. Domain names are generated
directly from either the pFAM or Interpro conserved domain
databases. For further information about each domain type,
please search these conserved domain databases with the domain
type name given.
Functional cluster.The functional cluster is the domain composition
for a LOV photoreceptor, independent of domain order and
repeats. Domains are listed in alphabetical order. Full names of
effector abbreviations are provided in Dataset S2.
Primary effector. The primary effector is the nearest neighboring
effector domain to the LOV sensor in the linear polypeptide
sequence. Full names of effector abbreviations are provided in
Dataset S2.
Primary effector gene ontology.The primary effector gene ontology is
the corresponding GO for the primary effector domain, as de-
scribed by pFAM and Interpro database GO assignments.
Linker length. This is defined as the number of amino acid residues
that separate the primary effector domain from the LOV sensor
in the linear polypeptide sequence.
Number of predicted transmembrane helices. Each sequence was run
through the TMHMM2.0 transmembrane helix prediction pro-
gram, and the number of predicted transmembrane helices is
reported.
Transmembrane helix topology. The transmembrane helix topology
is the ropology of predicted transmembrane helices from the
TMHMM2.0 program where both orientation and position are
listed. “i” indicates a loop on the inside, and “o” indicates a loop
on the outside. A topology of “i10-32o50-72i” would correspond
to a set of two helices where the first is predicted to start on the

inside and go from residues 10–32 and end outside the mem-
brane. The second predicted helix would continue outside and
begin at residue 50. It would continue to residue 72 and end on
the inside (80).
Kingdom. LOV photoreceptors were assigned to one of six king-
doms: bacteria, fungi, protists, land plants, archaea, or unknown.
Phylum. The phylum was assigned to a LOV photoreceptor via an
automated search of the NCBI Taxonomy browser. Missing NCBI
taxonomy entries were supplemented according to Algaebase and
the ITIS.
Class. The class was assigned to a LOV photoreceptor via an au-
tomated search of the NCBI taxonomy browser. Missing NCBI
taxonomy entries were supplemented according to Algaebase and
the ITIS.
Family. The family was assigned to a LOV photoreceptor via an
automated search of the NCBI taxonomy browser. Missing NCBI
taxonomy entries were supplemented according to Algaebase and
the ITIS.
Genus. For LOV photoreceptors identified from the Interpro
database, the genus was assigned to a LOV photoreceptor via an
automated search of the NCBI taxonomy browser. Missing NCBI
taxonomy entries were supplemented according to Algaebase and
the ITIS. For LOV photoreceptors from the OneKP database,
information about the genus was supplied with each tissue sample
to be sequenced.
Species. For LOV photoreceptors identified from the Interpro
database, the species was assigned to a LOV photoreceptor via an
automated search of the NCBI taxonomy browser. Missing NCBI
taxonomy entries were supplemented according to Algaebase and
the ITIS. For LOV photoreceptors from the OneKP database,
information about the species was supplied with each tissue
sample to be sequenced.
Child transcript variant sequences. All reported LOV proteins iden-
tified for a given organism were clustered with the CD-HIT tool at
the default threshold (see SI Methods) Pairs with similarity scores
greater than the allowable similarity threshold were considered
theoretically redundant and collapsed into a single consensus
sequence (Fig. S4). The longest sequence in a given group of
matched sequences was considered to be the parent sequence
and shorter sequences to be child sequences. In the “non-
redundant” tab of Dataset S4, an extra column lists the child
sequences for each consensus parent sequence.

Scripts. There is a script available for common search needs. The
script is written in the python language. Python must be installed
for this script to properly run. Dataset S4 must also be located in
the same folder as the python script for proper function. The
script allows the user to perform a defined query and offers
output either to a print screen or in an excel spreadsheet format.
See the script in Dataset S5. Instructions for using the script are
provided within the script and are distinguished from sur-
rounding commands by the # symbol. The script searches only
the “All_sequences” tab in Dataset S4.
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Fig. S1. Comparisons between candidate gene sequence matches derived from the genome and transcriptome of the same organism. De novo transcriptome
assembly quality does not affect reported LOV photoreceptor domain topologies. (A and B) Comparison of candidate sequence annotations for organisms
represented in OneKP that also possess draft genomes of similar size to predicted genome sizes, (A) A. trichopoda and (B) R. communis, each with five unique
genome-derived LOVs. Transcriptome-derived sequences had a genome-derived match based on domain combinations and order. Because only highly ex-
pressed transcripts are successfully assembled, half the genome-predicted candidates were found in the transcriptomes. Percentages represent protein se-
quence homology between matches. (C–E) Observed differences were attributable to assignments of splice site (A. trichopodamatch #4) or attributable to raw
sequence read of either the genome (R. communis match #5) or transcriptome (A. trichopoda match #5).

Fig. S2. Linker regions of LOV-GGDEF proteins are extended coiled-coil linkers. A representative trace of coiled-coiled probability as a function of sequence
position is shown based on PCOILS prediction analysis with an analytical window size of 14. Sensor and primary effector domains are overlaid for clarity. The
average coiled-coil probability of the linker region shown is nearly unity.
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Fig. S4. Relative redundancy is the same across InterPro and OneKP databases. (A) Percentage of LOV photoreceptor sequences from each database that
would be considered redundant and collapsed into a single sequence according to a given similarity threshold. Similar percentages of redundant LOV pho-
toreceptors were derived from each source for all similarity thresholds tested. (B) Clustering of redundant sequences into consensus parent sequences reduces
the dataset size by ∼20%, similarly for both OneKP and InterPro. (C) Key finding metrics are similar between the nonclustered dataset (i.e., all candidates) and
the clustered parent-only dataset, including the prevalence of the five most commonly found conserved domain effectors, as well as domain architectures
susceptible to truncation artifacts in redundant sequences (short LOV and LOV with no identifiable conserved domain effector).

Dataset S1. Training and test sets for motif analysis and validation. (A) MEME analysis training dataset of 18 LOV proteins selected to
span a range of physiological functions, organisms of origin, and ecological niches and validated to photocycle. (B) MAST test dataset of
21 LOV proteins validated to photocycle. (C) Ligand-binding PAS-fold proteins chosen as negative comparators to validate algorithmic
discrimination between LOV and structurally similar non-LOV PAS proteins

Dataset S1

Dataset S2. Effector domain abbreviations

Dataset S2

Dataset S3. LOV domain-based signaling can be described by a set of functional clusters. Functional clusters are categorized by
effectors present but do not take into account relative positions or frequency of occurrence within one linear polypeptide. The relative
distribution among >6,700 LOV-containing proteins, and the most common architecture for each functional cluster, are provided

Dataset S3
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Dataset S4. Catalog of functional and topological diversity of LOV domain photoreceptors. The text-searchable database contains the
(i) sequence of each putative LOV protein identified, (ii) flavin-binding motif, (iii) primary effector and ontological function, (iv) sequence
and position of all conserved domains, (v) multidomain cluster architectures, (vi) linker length, (vii) taxonomy of organism of origin,
(viii) presence of likely integral membrane proteins, and (ix) in the “Non_redundant” tab, a list of shorter sequences considered to be
redundant with the parent sequence listed

Dataset S4

Dataset S5. Supplemental script for automated data extraction
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